Annex 5: Maps of PAU Landscapes

Adamaoua Province (5,563,434 ha > 800m)

Legend
- Prunus africana
- Land Cover Cameroon > 800m
  (Adapted from GLOBCOVER)
- Irrigated/Tarred
- Water bodies
- Permanent snow and ice

Center Province (841,884 ha > 800m)

Legend
- Prunus africana
- Land Cover Cameroon > 800m
  (Adapted from GLOBCOVER)
- Irrigated/Tarred
- Water bodies
- Permanent snow and ice
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South-West Province (335,422 ha > 800m)

West Province (1,016,975 ha > 800m)
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Littoral Province (159,707 ha > 800m)

North-West Province (1,306,236 ha > 800m)